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1 Introduction

A central question in political economy is how to get elected officials to represent the preferences of

their constituents.1 A recent literature stresses the role of media in holding politicians accountable.2

However, media outlets do not necessarily uniformly distribute neutral information to everyone.

Technology can determine who gets access to the media, while media ownership and political

affiliation can influence its content (Djankov et al. 2003; Besley and Prat 2006; Gentzkow et al.

2006; Gentzkow et al. 2011; Stromberg 2004).

However, little is known about the way media networks affect the transmission of information,

and thus its impact on politics. This is particularly important because changes in technology and

large fixed costs of producing news create incentives for media firms to own or affiliate with other

media outlets, which influences how information is generated and distributed (Hamilton 2006). In

this article, we show that networks that allow for information exchange between media outlets

operating in different municipalities enhance political accountability. Additionally, we highlight

that the partisan ties between local and federal government in the different municipalities to which

information flows is central for media to hold politician to account, an issue previously overlooked

by the literature.

Motivated by our Brazilian empirical application, we develop a simple model in which a po-

tentially biased federal government allocates disaster relief support to affected municipalities. Mu-

nicipalities differ in that some are governed by mayors that are politically aligned with the federal

government. Furthermore, relief is effective only if a municipality’s mayor has high ability, where

a mayor’s ability is observed by the federal government but not voters. While an unbiased federal

government allocates aid to all high ability mayors, a biased federal government—which maximizes

the number of co-partisan mayors, rather than voter welfare—may withhold aid from high ability

mayors in non-aligned municipalities. However, the federal government’s behavior is constrained

by media networks which report the occurrence of disasters, federal aid and resource management

to municipalities within their network. Ultimately, voters must decide whether to re-elect their

1Seminal work in this area includes Barro (1973); Fearon (1999); Ferejohn (1986); Holmstrom (1999).
2See Prat and Stromberg (2013) for a review on the political economy literature on the influence of mass media

on politics and policy.
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incumbent mayor on the basis of their beliefs about the mayor’s ability, which in turn depends

upon beliefs regarding the federal government’s bias.

The model shows that whether a biased federal government supplies aid to non-aligned mu-

nicipalities with high ability mayors depends on the geographic coverage of the media networks

operating locally. The key factor is their coverage of other non-aligned municipalities affected by

disasters. If network coverage is large, a biased federal government needs to provide support to

a large enough fraction of non-aligned high ability mayors to prevent voters from inferring that

it is biased. If network coverage is small, the federal government can get away with providing no

support to non-aligned high ability mayors. More specifically, the model predicts that the proba-

bility that a non-aligned municipality covered by media networks receives aid from a biased federal

government after experiencing a disaster is increasing in the number of non-aligned municipalities

covered by the networks and the number of other non-aligned municipalities covered by the network

that simultaneously receive aid.

To test these predictions, we examine how radio networks can contribute to political account-

ability by compensating for political bias in the allocation of federal drought relief aid in Brazil.

Like those in many other countries, Brazil’s federal government often favors aligned constituents

in order to increase their likelihood of staying in office.3 In particular, Brollo and Nannicini (2012)

show that the federal government transfers fewer resources to non-aligned mayors to hurt their

re-election chances. This previous evidence and the wide variety of media sources in the country

indicate that Brazil represents an ideal setting to investigate the effects of media structure on po-

litical accountability. The significant red tape involved with providing federal drought relief aid

ensures that it can be subject to considerable political discretion. We present evidence suggest-

ing that the federal government exploits the features of this bureaucratic process to favor aligned

municipalities and withhold assistance from non-aligned municipalities.

Brazilian voters receive information about disasters and the responsiveness of the federal govern-

3Theoretical models rationalizing such behavior include: Acemoglu and Robinson (2001); Cox and McCubbins
(1986); Dixit and Londregan (1996); Lindbeck and Weibull (1987); Lizzeri and Persico (2001); and Robinson and
Verdier (2013). Extensive empirical evidence includes Arulampalam et al. (2009) in India, Veiga and Pinho (2007)
in Portugal, Costas-Pérez et al. (2011) in Spain, and Ansolabehere and Snyder (2006) and Berry et al. (2010) in the
United States.
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ment to these events from the media. Local and regional issues are usually discussed by commercial

radio stations, which broadcast the bulk of local news in Brazilian municipalities. In 2009, 41% of

Latinobarometro respondents frequently listened to the radio, while 66% of these reported regu-

larly discussing politics with friends, family and colleagues, and thus were likely to spread political

information they listen in the radio.4 While most radio stations are independent and just reach a

local audience, 5% are connected to regional networks covering around 20 municipalities on aver-

age. These radio stations are connected to a central station that collects information, which it then

distributes by satellite to local stations. Therefore, a radio station that is connected to a network

can both receive information about other places and add content that is considered relevant to a

larger regional audience. Conversely, television stations are almost always affiliated to a network,

whose content they retransmit and usually do not affect. We then study how the presence and

geographic coverage of network-connected radio stations compensate for the federal government

bias in the distribution of drought relief aid against non-aligned municipalities through their ability

to spread local news to a larger audience.

We test the model’s empirical implications by investigating the probability of receiving federal

relief after experiencing low rainfall. The main outcome variable is an indicator of whether the

federal government declared a drought-related state of emergency, which is a necessary condition

for a municipality to receive federal support, in a municipality between 2002 and 2008.5 Our

identification strategy leverages plausibly exogenous within-municipality variation in precipitation

levels. Lower rainfall increases the likelihood that a municipality receives federal support upon

request. To test the model predictions, we exploit variation across time and space in municipal

political alignment with the federal government, the presence network-connected radio stations,

and network’s coverage of other non-aligned municipalities.

The results show that radio networks play an important role in supporting political accountabil-

ity. First, we establish the existence of federal government bias against non-aligned municipalities,

demonstrating that such municipalities are five percentage points less likely to receive relief after

4Additionally, 41% of Latinobarometro respondents read a newspaper, while 77% watched television.
5Data on the actual transfers is not available, but declaration municipal state of emergency is a good proxy for

fund release.
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experiencing low precipitation. Second, we show that the presence of a network-connected radio

station almost exactly compensates for this bias on average. Importantly, neither the presence of

local radio nor the presence of nationally-oriented television stations compensate for the federal

government bias. Third, we show that the effect of network-connected radio stations increases with

the number of non-aligned municipalities covered by the network. Furthermore, as predicted by

the model, the presence of a network-connected radio station in a non-aligned municipality com-

pensates for political bias only when there are other non-aligned municipalities within the network

that receive aid at the time the municipality is hit by a drought.

Our findings are further supported by additional tests demonstrating the robustness of our

results. We first exploit information on the time when radio stations enter and leave radio networks

to construct a placebo network connection. The placebo considers as connected municipalities that

are not affiliated to a network at a given time but are at some point of our period of analysis.

Our main results vanish when we conduct this placebo exercise, supporting the claim that the

presence of network-connected radio stations captures their ability to disclose information about

local problems rather than unobservable municipal characteristics. Second, we show that our results

cannot be explained by concentration in the ownership of network-connected radio stations, or by

their manipulation by local politicians. Lastly, we show that covariates do not predict the presence

of network-connected radio stations in non-aligned municipalities or changes in the presence of

network-connected radio stations.

This paper’s main contribution is to the political economy literature that addresses how different

types of media contribute to political accountability (Besley and Burgess 2002; Stromberg 2004;

Snyder and Stromberg 2010; Gentzkow 2006; Gentzkow et al. 2011). This literature has emphasized

that the main difference among media types is the extent to which they cover local politics.6

However, we offer a conceptually distinct explanation for our finding that the effect of media on

politics depends on media type. Our study points out that some media types have a differential role

in improving political accountability relative to others because their structure allows the exchange of

information among media outlets, which facilitates the dissemination of information. Additionally,

6See Prat and Stromberg (2013) for a discussion of this matter.
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we emphasize the importance of the partisan alignment of the mayors of the municipalities covered

by these different media outlets in voters’ belief formation process.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we provide background informa-

tion on the political context, the disaster relief policy and the media market in Brazil. In Section 3,

we develop a model to guide the empirical analysis. In Section 4, we present the data before

detailing our empirical strategy. In Section 5, we shows our main results, present evidence on

the mechanism that explains the effect of media, and rule out alternative explanations. Section 6

concludes.

2 Institutional Background

2.1 Political Context

Brazil is a federal republic with three layers of government: federal, state and municipal. Brazil’s

5,565 municipalities—which are contained in its 26 states and the federal district of Brasilia—are

governed by mayors who are important political players in the country’s decentralized political

system. In 2013, the federal government transferred 25% of its tax revenue to municipalities to

provide public services such as basic education, primary health care, and local infrastructure.7

In addition to their role in providing local public services, mayors are important political brokers

because they draw votes for their party candidates in other political races. Ames (1994) finds

evidence that in the first round of the 1989 Presidential election every candidate received a big boost

in municipalities headed by a mayor from the candidate’s party. Avelino et al. (2012) analyze close

races in the 2010 elections for state and national congresses, and find that candidate performance

was stronger in municipalities governed by a mayor from the same party.

Since the Workers’ Party (PT) gained control of the federal government in 2003 it has increased

its local political base. Scholars argue that the PT recognizes the correlation between local support

and performance at state and federal elections, and deliberately invests to strengthen its local

presence. Since the 1980s, the PT has opened local offices to increase membership, improve the

7Federal and state transfers represents on average 92% of municipal revenue, while tax revenue corresponds to
only 6%.
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party’s vote share and increase partisan attachment. (Amaral 2011; Ribeiro 2010). This strategy

was reinforced after the successful 2002 Presidential election, which allowed the party to strengthen

its party label and its finances (Ribeiro 2010). Electoral figures from the 2000s indicate that the PT

experienced the return of this strategy. The number of municipalities controlled by the PT doubled

in the 2004 election, and then increased an additional 37% in the 2008 election to reach 10% of

Brazilian municipalities. In general, municipalities with PT mayors are less prone to drought and

score slightly above average in terms of socioeconomic development.

Together, this evidence indicates that the PT has strong electoral incentives to increase the

number of aligned mayors. In a context where the PT only directly controls a small share of

municipalities, a potential strategy for increasing this number is to limit the resources available to

non-aligned mayors. This could damage the image of rival parties in local politics. Supporting this

logic, Brollo and Nannicini (2012) analyze close elections in Brazil between 2000 and 2004 and show

that the federal government transfers fewer discretionary funds for investment in infrastructure to

non-aligned mayors.

2.2 Disaster Relief Policy

Droughts are the most common natural disaster in Brazil and require emergency actions from

federal, state and local governments.8 A central responsibility of the National Civilian Defense

and Emergency System, managed by the Ministry of National Integration, is to support local

governments to deal with the consequences of water scarcity. This federal-level support includes

the supply of water trucks, food distribution, and temporary cash transfers (“bolsa estiagem”).9

Crucially, municipalities can only receive this support if they request and obtain a declaration of

a state of emergency from the federal government. A state of emergency is declared in 8% of

municipalities every year.

The process of declaring a state of emergency is subject to significant red tape, which allows

room for discretion. To declare an emergency, a municipality has to send to the federal government

8Droughts represent 57% of the cases in which the federal government declared a state of emergency in Brazilian
municipalities between 2003 and 2011.

9The federal government may also allow farmers to renegotiate agriculture debts or redeem agriculture insurance.
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several documents that prove the severity of the disaster and their lack of financial ability to deal

with it. These documents encompass information on the characteristics of the disaster, the area

affected, the estimated losses, and the measures adopted by the municipal and state governments, as

well as data on population, economic indicators and municipal budget (CEPED 2012).10 Because of

the bureaucratic nature of the emergency declaration process there are several ways through which

the federal government can aid allies and restrict help to non-allies. While the federal government

can expedite a declaration of emergency and approve it before even analyzing the documentation, it

can also delay the process by requiring additional information or even deny assistance by claiming

that the municipal government has enough financial capacity to deal with the consequences of the

drought.11

The popular press provides examples of the political discretion that takes place in the emer-

gency declaration process. On February 17th, 2012, an article in Globo Newspaper indicated that

federal auditors found evidence that the Minister of Integration authorized relief transfers to sev-

eral municipalities before receiving a technical report that quantified the damage and the resources

necessary for reparations. This decision benefited six municipalities in Bahia in 2009, the state of

the Minister at the time, and four of them were aligned to the President’s or Minister’s party.12

Federal auditors found notes where technicians clarified that the technical reports should be filed

with dates that preceded the authorization of transfers. Federal auditors point to the understaffing

of the Ministry of National Integration as a key explanation for discretion in the allocation of public

funds.

However, the media exposure of disasters may constrain political discretion. Recent research

has shown that voters are sensitive to information on disasters, and punish or reward politicians

at the ballot box depending upon disaster relief response (Achen and Bartels 2004; Bechtel and

Hainmueller 2011; Chen 2013; Cole et al. 2012; Healy and Malhotra 2009). In Brazil, this is no

10In addition, the mayor has to enact a decree declaring a state of calamity at the municipal level, which also allows
the municipality to expedite municipal procurement.

11The federal government recognized that the national system of natural disaster relief was too bureaucratic, and
simplified the rules in 2010 and again in 2013. Since data were unavailable beyond 2008, we cannot exploit this
institutional change.

12The decision benefited Cairu (R$ 1,2 million), Lauro de Freitas (R$ 7millions), Mascote (R$ 600 k), Valenca
(R$ 700k), Conde (R$ 1 million) and Simoes Filho (R$ 1 million). Source: http://oglobo.globo.com/pais/

integracao-liberou-verba-contra-enchentes-antes-de-parecer-tecnico-4053763
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different. According to a media specialist that we interviewed, professionals working in political

marketing strongly advise politicians that they cannot ignore natural disasters. This might explain

why at the outbreak of major disasters the President and Governor themselves usually visit affected

regions.

2.3 Media in Brazil

Radio stations are an important source of political information in Brazil. According to Latino-

barometro, 40% of Brazilians use radios as a source of political information. Furthermore, voters

use the information they receive through radios to evaluate politicians’ performance and to remove

corrupt politicians from office (Ferraz and Finan 2008). Most radio stations are independent and

just reach a local audience, but about 600 (17%) have been connected to radio networks between

2002 and 2008.13

The crucial characteristic of network-connected radio stations for our paper is that they share

content. A central station produces programs that are transmitted by all the radio stations con-

nected to its network. To that end, it collects from their affiliates information on local issues that

are relevant for a wider audience. The intensity of this information flow varies by radio network.

Radio networks such as Globo and CBN organize periodic meetings with journalists from affiliated

radio stations to share information, while others interact more during extraordinary local events

like the ones we study.

An example of the type of news broadcast by Radio Globo on October 18th 2011 illustrates

how network-connected radios disclose information about the federal government relief response to

natural disasters and exert political pressure on the federal government to release support.14 Radio

Globo reports an interview with the mayor of Londrina and mentions that the municipality had

requested support from the federal and state government to fix five bridges that were damaged by

a flood. The news is anchored by a reporter in Radio Globo Londrina and transmitted to the whole

13In 2008, there were 3,445 commercial radio stations distributed across 1,970 (out of 5,565) municipalities. Another
890 municipalities were only covered by community radios, which are low-power stations with a maximum broad-
cast range of one kilometer. Community radios are normally operated by local civic groups such as neighborhood
associations. Our empirical analysis includes all municipalities.

14
(http://radioglobo.globoradio.globo.com/noticias/2011/10/18/TEMPORAL-FAZ-LONDRINA-DECRETAR-ESTADO-DE-EMERGENCIA.

htm)
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Radio Globo AM network that covers 46 municipalities in 14 states.

The capacity of network-connected radio stations to receive and transmit content differentiates

them from other types of media. Local radio stations that are not connected to networks provide

information on local issues, but cannot reach other localities. Television networks operate under

a similar structure to radio networks, but primarily retransmit national and regional programs.

Network-connected TV stations rarely contribute to the content of their network because they have

a more structured program and less room to disclose information on extraordinary local events.15

Because of this structure, we anticipate that television networks cannot play the role that radio

networks do; we exploit this as a placebo test in Section 4.

Our dataset comprises 34 radio networks that, altogether, had 700 affiliated radio stations in

2012, a marked increase from about 350 network-connected radio stations in 2000. There is limited

evidence about the drivers of radio network expansion in Brazil. The few articles that analyze

the subject argue that radio network expansion in Brazil is business-oriented (Comasseto 2006;

Franquet 2003). Interviews with managers of radio networks indicate that new affiliations occur

either by a direct interest of the central station or by the desire of local stations to be part of a

network.16 Another factor that fostered the expansion of radio networks was the diffusion of digital

technology, which allows the central station to easily receive and send content to their affiliates.

From the point of view of local radio stations, the affiliation is of interest because it helps to reduce

the costs of producing content and enables specialization in niche markets such as news and special

music genres (Comasseto 2006). In Section 4 we assess the correlates of the location of network-

connected radio stations and the drivers of network expansion. We show that network expansion

is not correlated with observable municipal characteristics that could confound our results.

15Local content in television is very limited: only 11% of the programming of television channels is filled with
regional information provided by the regional headquarter (Valente 2009).

16For instance, four of the radio networks that we interviewed (Radio Globo, Gaucha Sat, Rede Catolicas de Radios
and Bandeirantes) mentioned that they seek affiliates in areas with low coverage by the radio network and with growth
potential, and receive proposals from local radio stations interested in joining the network.
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3 Model

This section develops a model to direct our empirical analysis. In the model, voters are uncertain

about the federal government’s type—whether it is unbiased (maximizes voter welfare) or biased

(maximizes the number of co-partisan mayors)—and whether the ability of their municipality’s

mayor to manage federal disaster assistance is high or low. Only if a mayor has high ability is

federal aid effective. Voters decide whether to re-elect their incumbent mayor based upon their

beliefs about the mayor’s competence. Crucially, such beliefs depend upon whether the federal

government provides relief upon experiencing a drought, but also on information broadcasted by

radio networks about the federal government’s response to droughts in other municipalities within

the network.

The intuition of the model is straightforward. A biased federal government must decide whether

to provide assistance to high ability mayors in non-aligned municipalities. Withholding aid can

cause voters to fail to re-elect non-aligned mayors, believing such mayors to be of low ability, but

only if the federal government is not perceived as too biased. By providing additional informa-

tion about the federal government’s actions, the presence of a radio network causes the federal

government to provide aid to more non-aligned high ability mayors. Through strengthening the

quality of the signal received by voters, the federal government’s bias is decreasing in the number

of non-aligned municipalities contained within a radio network that also suffer a drought.

3.1 Agents, Actions and Preferences

Consider a country comprising N municipalities. Each municipality has an electorate normalized

to one that lives for two periods, t ∈ {1, 2}.17 For simplicity, municipalities are subject to droughts

only in period 1. The probability that any municipality i is hit by a drought is δ ∈ (0, 1), and

drought realizations are independently and identically distributed across the country. Let n denote

the number of municipalities affected by a drought.

The federal government decides whether to allocate aid to municipalities that suffer a drought.

17The two period model considered here is consistent with the fact that Brazilian mayors can only be re-elected
once.
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However, the success of its assistance depends on the ability of mayors to effectively manage those

resources. For simplicity, µit ∈ {0, 1} denote whether the mayor of municipality i at time t is of

high ability, and can therefore manage resources effectively. While the federal government knows

the ability of each mayor, this is not known to voters. The prior belief of voters that a mayor is

of high ability is λ ∈ (0, 1). We denote mi ∈ {0, 1} as an indicator of effective management of a

drought in municipality i, where mi = fiµi1 and fi ∈ {0, 1} indicates that the federal government

allocates aid to a municipality i.

There are two types of federal government: biased and unbiased. An unbiased federal govern-

ment derives disutility from the droughts that are unsuccessfully managed,

Uu = −
N∑
i=1

di (1−mi)− ψfi.

where di ∈ {0, 1} indicates that a municipality i has a drought and ψ ∈ (0, 1) is the cost the

federal government faces for allocation aid to a municipality i. An unbiased federal government

thus minimizes unsuccessful drought management by always providing high ability mayors with

aid.

A biased federal government instead derives utility from the number of municipalities controlled

by aligned mayors,

U b =
2∑
t=1

N∑
i=1

ait − ψfi,

where ait ∈ {0, 1} indicates that municipality i is aligned with the federal government at time t.

The difference in the preferences of the federal government types captures, in a reduced form way,

the idea that biased federal governments care relatively more about electoral outcomes.18 Whether

a federal government is biased or not is unknown to voters and has ex-ante probability β ∈ (0, 1).

Some municipalities are covered by radio stations that are connected to a radio network. Radio

networks disseminate information about all municipalities within the network that were affected by

18A smoother way to capture such preferences could assign the federal government a utility function given by
Uf = − (1 − ω)

∑N
i=1 di (1 −mi) + ω

∑2
t=1

∑N
i=1 ait − ψfi, where ω indicates the relative weight that a federal

government assigns to electoral outcomes. A biased federal government would have a strictly larger ω than an
unbiased one. We consider the extreme case where biased and unbiased federal governments have weights 1 and 0,
respectively.
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a drought and received federal government aid. Voters that experience a drought are then able to

observe not just whether the federal government provides them with aid, but also its behavior in

the other municipalities covered by their same radio network. For simplicity, we consider the case

where a given municipality i is covered by a single radio network covering ni other municipalities.

Voters suffer a disutility from experiencing a drought that is unsuccessfully managed in period

1 and, if they have a high ability mayor, experience utility π > 0 in period 2. Specifically, voter

preferences are given by

Uv = −di (1−mi) + Θiµi2π,

where Θi ∈ {θ, 1} captures incumbency bias by discounting any new mayor by θ ∈ (0, 1).19 After

observing the information provided by the radio stations that cover their municipalities, voters

decide whether to re-elect their incumbent mayor.20 If the incumbent is not re-elected, a mayor

aligned with the central government is elected with probability α ∈ (0, 1).

3.2 Timing

Period 1

1. Nature chooses which municipalities suffer a drought.

2. The federal government decides whether to allocate aid to the municipalities that suffered a

drought, {fi}ni=1.

3. The management of each drought, {mi}ni=1, and period 1 payoffs are realized.

4. Radio networks disseminate information about the within-network municipalities that were

affected by a drought and the federal government aid.

5. Voters decide whether to re-elect or to replace their incumbent mayor.

Period 2
19If θ = 1, and thus there is no partisan bias, voters never re-elect a mayor that performs a poor management of a

drought, even when they are sure that they face a biased federal government. For empirical evidence supporting the
existence of incumbency bias in Brazil, see Avelino et al. (2012).

20Although voters receive utility in the first period, their forward-looking re-election decision ultimately reflects
only their beliefs about the type of their incumbent mayor.
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1. Individuals receive payoff Θiπ if the elected mayor is of high ability.

3.3 Characterization

We search for a perfect Bayesian equilibrium in undominated strategies. To simplify the character-

ization of the equilibrium, we note some dominant strategies for both types of federal governments.

No type of federal government provides assistance to affected municipalities with a low ability

mayor.21 An unbiased federal government supplies aid to affected municipalities that have a high

ability mayor regardless of their political alignment. A biased federal government also helps af-

fected municipalities with a high ability mayor when they are politically aligned. However, a biased

federal government supports a high ability opposition mayor with probability q ∈ [0, 1].

We solve this game using backward induction. Voters decide to re-elect their mayor if the poste-

rior that their mayor is of high ability, λ̃, is larger than the probability that a new randomly drawn

mayor is of high ability, λ, discounted by θ. To form λ̃, voters use their own experience mi, together

with information they receive from their radio network about other within-network non-aligned af-

fected municipalities, Ii ≡ {mij}
nnai
j=1, where nnai denotes the number of non-aligned municipalities

suffering a drought. Ii only includes affected but non-aligned municipalities because only in such

municipalities do different federal government types face different incentives; consequently, all other

information is uninformative.

If voters observe successful drought management in their municipality (mi = 1), regardless

of whether they are from an aligned municipality or not, their posterior belief that their mayor

is of high ability is λ̃ (1, Ii) = 1 and they re-elect their incumbent mayor. This occurs in all

aligned municipalities with a high ability mayor. If aligned voters observe unsuccessful drought

management in their municipality (mi = 0), their posterior belief that their mayor is of high ability

is λ̃a (0, Ii) = 0 and they elect an alternative mayor.

When non-aligned voters observe unsuccessful management drought in their municipality, the

voting decision is not as straightforward. On the one hand, the mayor could have high ability but

a biased federal government did not provide assistance; this occurs with probability λ (1− q∗) β̃,

21A biased federal government might want to provide aid to expose low ability non-aligned mayors, but does not
do so to prevent full revelation of its type.
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where q∗ is the equilibrium fraction of affected municipalities with a non-aligned high ability mayor

that a biased federal government provides assistance to, and β̃ is the posterior belief that the federal

government is biased. On the other hand, the mayor could actually have low ability; this occurs

with probability (1− λ). When non-aligned voters observe unsuccessful drought management in

their municipality, the belief that their mayor is of high ability is then

λ̃na (0, Ii) =
λ (1− q∗) β̃

λ (1− q∗) β̃ + (1− λ)
.

These voters then re-elect their incumbent mayor as long as λ̃na (0, Ii) ≥ θλ, and thus if

β̃ ≥ β =
θ (1− λ)

(1− θλ) (1− q∗)
. (1)

That is, re-election only takes place when voters are sufficiently convinced that the federal govern-

ment is biased. As reflected in the following lemma, β is increasing in q∗.

Lemma 1 β is increasing in q∗.

All proofs are fairly straightforward and contained in Appendix A.

In words, Lemma 1 establishes that the posterior belief regarding the bias of the federal govern-

ment required to re-elect the incumbent, β, increases with the equilibrium fraction q∗ of affected

municipalities with a non-aligned high ability mayor that a biased federal government assists.

The posterior probability that voters in municipality i believe that the federal government is

biased, based on their own experience of drought management and their experience of those in their

network, is then

β̃ =
(λq∗)s

na
i (λ (1− q∗) + (1− λ))u

na
i β

(λq∗)s
na
i (λ (1− q∗) + (1− λ))u

na
i β + λs

na
i (1− λ)u

na
i (1− β)

, (2)

where snai and unai are, respectively, the number of non-aligned affected municipalities within i’s

network where drought management is successful and unsuccessful. Under a biased federal govern-

ment, E[snai ] = λq∗nnai and E[unai ] = (λ (1− q∗) + (1− λ))nnai . Letting these expectations hold,
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our next lemma then follows.22

Lemma 2 Under a biased federal government,

1. β̃ is decreasing in q∗.

2. If q∗ < 1/ (1 + λ), β̃ is increasing in nnai .

The first part of the lemma states that the posterior belief that the federal government is biased

is decreasing in the equilibrium fraction of affected municipalities with a non-aligned high ability

mayor that a biased federal government provides assistance to. Intuitively, if a biased federal

government provides aid to a larger fraction of non-aligned affected municipalities with a high

ability mayor, it is less likely that voters infer that it is biased. The second part of the lemma

indicates that, when a biased federal governments provides little aid to non-aligned high ability

mayors, a voter’s belief that the federal government is biased increases with the number of non-

aligned municipalities in their radio network. This is because the probability of learning that other

non-aligned municipalities in i’s network unsuccessfully manages a drought increases.

Denote nna,hi and nna,li respectively as the number of within-network affected municipalities

under a non-aligned high ability and low ability mayor. A biased federal government effectively

solves the following maximization problem:

max
q

{
α[nna,hi (1− q) τ(q) + nna,li τ(q)]

}
,

where

τ (q) =

 1 if β̃(q) ≤ β(q)

0 otherwise

indicates that voters in within-network municipalities do not believe that the federal government

is sufficiently biased when re-electing a mayor following a drought that was not well managed.

Define ni
na as the nnai such that β̃ (q = 0) = β (q = 0). Importantly, ni

na is uniquely defined

since β (q = 0) is not a function of nnai , and from Lemma 2, β̃ (q = 0) is increasing in nnai . Our first

22The expectation provides an increasingly good approximation as N becomes large.
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proposition characterizes the optimal choice of q by a biased federal government.

Proposition 1 Under a biased federal government, if nnai ≤ nina, q∗ = 0. However, if nnai > ni
na,

q∗ is the unique q∗ > 0 such that β̃ = β.

When a radio network cannot broadcast information about many non-aligned affected munici-

palities where there is unsuccessful management of droughts, a biased federal government can get

away with providing no support to non-aligned high ability mayors. Otherwise, a biased federal

government needs to provide support to a large enough fraction of non-aligned high ability may-

ors so that voters do not infer that it is sufficiently biased to affect their re-election decision. As

the next proposition indicates, such an effect is increasing in the number of non-aligned affected

municipalities covered by the radio network.

Proposition 2 Under a biased federal government, if q∗ < 1/ (1 + λ), q∗ is increasing in nnai .

The more non-aligned affected municipalities a radio network can expose a biased federal govern-

ment to, the larger the fraction of those municipalities that the government has to help to avoid

that voters infer that it is sufficiently biased.

Given mayor ability is randomly distributed, p∗i ≡ λq∗ denotes the probability that a biased

federal government provides aid to a non-aligned municipality i. Our main theorem then follows.

Theorem 1 If q∗ < 1/ (1 + λ),

1. p∗i is larger if municipality i is covered by a radio network.

2. p∗i is increasing in the total number of non-aligned municipalities covered by the radio network

that operates in municipality i.

3. For a given number of affected non-aligned municipalities in a radio network, p∗i is increasing

in the number of other non-aligned affected municipalities covered by the network that receive

federal aid at the time municipality i is hit by a drought.
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First, Theorem 1 demonstrates that non-aligned municipalities connected to a radio network

are more likely to receive aid from a biased federal government. Second, greater coverage of non-

aligned municipalities within a given radio network increases the chances of affected municipalities

within the network receiving aid from a biased federal government after suffering a drought. Third,

a non-aligned affected municipality covered by a radio network is more likely to receive aid from

a biased federal government when more non-aligned affected municipalities within the network are

receiving aid. In the next section we outline our empirical strategy for testing the predictions of

Theorem 1.

4 Data and Empirical Strategy

In this section, we first describe our data before detailing our empirical strategy designed to test

the empirical implications of the model.

4.1 Data

We use several data sources to conduct our empirical analysis. Our main outcome variable comes

from the National Secretariat of Civil Defense, and it is an indicator variable for whether a mu-

nicipality had a state of emergency declared due to drought in a given year. During our period of

analysis—2002 to 2008—the federal government declared a state of emergency due to drought in

over 3,200 municipalities, which represent an average of 8% of municipalities per year.23

We identify municipalities that have experienced a drought by using information on the monthly

level of rainfall at the meteorological station level between 1961 and 2010. INMET, the Brazilian

Institute of Meteorology, provides this information for 280 stations, which are illustrated in Fig-

ure 1a. We interpolate this information for the whole of Brazil and then calculate the municipal

levels of rainfall. Our main measure of drought is the municipal rainfall z-score for the Spring-

Summer season, calculated as the deviation from the historical mean normalized by the historical

23Alternatively, a state of emergency due to drought was declared in 1,655 different municipalities between 2002
and 2008. On average, affected municipalities experienced two episodes of drought over this period.
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standard deviation.24 Since we focus on low precipitation events, we set positive z-scores to zero.25

As indicated in Table 1, the mean level for rainfall z-score in the period we study is -0.29 and the

standard deviation is 0.41.

Our election data is from the Superior Electoral Court (TSE). We define a municipality as

aligned with the federal government if it is governed by a mayor from the same party. This variable

may change every two years since municipal and Presidential elections take place every four years

and are two years apart.26 Figure 2a indicates all the municipalities that were aligned at a certain

point of our analysis period. From 2002 to 2008, 92% of municipalities were non-aligned to the

federal government.27

We identify media presence in each municipality by using information from the Telecommu-

nication National Agency (ANATEL), the Brazilian regulator of communications, on all media

outlets in Brazil, their location, the date they were licensed, and the members of their boards.28 To

identify the radio stations connected to networks and their affiliates, we first collected information

from three websites: Donos da Midia, TudoRadio and Wikipedia.29 We then collected informa-

tion on the dates when each radio station became affiliated or disaffiliated to a radio network by

checking their websites or through telephone calls. The Donos da Midia database also allowed us

to identify which television stations are connected to a network. According to our database, 33%

of municipalities have a commercial radio station, and 5% have a radio station connected to a net-

24We take into account only rainfall levels during Spring and Summer because this is the main crop season for the
majority of crops cultivated in Brazil.

25Results using an indicator variable for whether there is a drought are qualitatively similar.
26While Presidential elections occurred in 2002, 2006 and 2010, municipal elections took place in 2000, 2004 and

2008. Because the PT governed Brazil from 2003 to 2010, in practice our variation comes mainly from power switches
at the federal level in 2003 and at the municipal level in 2005 and 2009.

27We also calculated alternative definitions of political coalition which take into account whether the mayor is from
the same party that controls the Minister of National Integration, which is responsible for the disaster relief policy.
Results do not differ when we also consider as aligned municipalities those that are from the state from which the
Minister of National Integration originates and are aligned to the party that controls the Ministry. The specification
where we also include as aligned municipalities all municipalities under the party that controls the Ministry provides
noisy estimates. This is because the nature of the party that controlled the Ministry over most of the our time-period,
the Partido do Movimento Democratico Brasileiro (PMDB). While the PMDB governs a fifth of the municipalities
in Brazil, it is a very fragmented party controlled by several independent regional bosses.

28We identified all media outlets in Brazil by considering all the outlets that appear in the Sistema de Controle
de Radiofusao (SCR) on the ANATEL website. This website also provides the location of each outlet and a list of
all documents that have been issued to each media outlet. As a proxy for their licensing date, we use the date that
the first document in the name of the outlet was issued. Information on partners comes from ANATEL’s Sistema de
Acompanhamento de Controle Societario (SIACCO). We use a list of partners of media outlets from April 2012.

29http://www.donosdamidia.com.br, http://tudoradio.com/, https://www.wikipedia.org/
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work. Figure 3a and Figure 2b respectively illustrate all the Brazilian municipalities where a local

and network-connected radio station operated at a certain point of our analysis period. Television

stations are more widespread, reaching 55% of municipalities. 99% of these television stations are

connected to a network and they simply retransmit content. Figure 3b illustrates all the Brazilian

municipalities where a television station operated at a certain point of our analysis period.

We calculated the coverage of each network by considering the number of municipalities in

which each network operates. Additionally, also using the political alignment of municipalities, we

computed each network’s coverage to aligned and non-aligned municipalities.30 We also computed

the number of non-aligned municipalities within the network that were hit by drought and had a

state of emergency declared in a specific year.31 Table 1 indicates that radio networks cover, on

average, 51.25 non-aligned municipalities. On average there were 3.9 non-aligned municipalities

within the network that had the state of emergency declared.

Finally, we gather information from the 2000 population census, conducted by the Brazilian Bu-

reau of Statistics (IBGE), on municipal characteristics such as population, urbanization, population

density, income per capita, poverty rate and average years of schooling. We use these covariates

in our statistical analysis to control for municipal characteristics that may correlate with media

presence and political alignment. The FINBRA database, from the Brazilian Treasury, provides in-

formation on municipal revenue, which we use to control for the financial capacity of a municipality

to deal with natural disasters.

4.2 Empirical Strategy

We now explain the empirical strategy used to test the predictions in Theorem 1. Our identifica-

tion strategy exploits variation in rainfall, as defined above. Since the parts of the country that

generally experience least rainfall could be correlated with economic and political variables, we

exploit essentially random within-municipality variation in the level of rainfall. The inclusion of

30We consider the state capitals in the computation of network coverage but we remove these municipalities from
our sample in the main empirical analysis. We want to avoid state capitals driving the results because all these
municipalities have a network-connected radio station and are politically important.

31In this computation, we considered that a municipality has been hit by a drought if the z-score of rainfall level
was less than -1 in the year.
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period fixed effects ensures that our results are not driven by nationwide rainfall shocks that could

be spuriously correlated with political outcomes.32 Such variation in rainfall is the starting point

of our analysis, which focuses on how the federal government’s response to drought varies with the

partisanship of a municipality’s mayor and different types of media coverage.

We first seek to establish the existence of bias in the federal government’s decision to permit

drought relief aid. Accordingly, we first estimate the following specification:

emergencyit = β0 + β1 · droughtit + β2 · nait + β3 · droughtit · nait +XitΓ + ηi + φt + εit, (3)

where emergencyit is a dummy variable that indicates whether a drought-related state of emergency

was declared in municipality i in year t, droughtit is our normalized level of precipitation during

the Spring-Summer season (multiplied by −1, so larger values represent a lack of rainfall), and nait

is a dummy variable that indicates that a municipality is not aligned with the federal government.

ηi and φt respectively denote municipality and year fixed effects. Xit are a series of controls, which

include interactions with droughtit to partially address the potential concern that our estimates

of interest capture the effect of omitted variables related to municipal economic development and

state capacity.33 Standard errors are clustered by state.

We examine whether the federal government is biased against non-aligned municipalities by

analyzing β3 in equation (3). If β3 < 0, non-aligned municipalities are less likely to receive drought

relief aid. If β3 = 0, municipalities are equally likely to receive drought relief regardless of their

political alignment.

To test the first part of Theorem 1, our second specification examines variation in the federal

government’s bias by including interactions with binary measures of media coverage. Specifically,

32Omitted results reinforce that our drought measure is orthogonal to political alignment; local radio station, radio
network and television station presence; and other time varying covariates.

33The controls include baseline income per capita, poverty rate, municipal Gini coefficient, average years of school-
ing, infant mortality, share of households with electricity, municipal GDP per capita, municipal revenue per capita,
tax revenue per capita, population, area, population density, urbanization rate, distance to state capital, and a
dummy for being a coastal municipality.
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we estimate:

emergencyit = β0 + β1 · droughtit + β2 · nait + β3 · droughtit · nait +
∑

j∈{lr,rn,tv}

β4j ·media jit

+
∑

j∈{lr,rn,tv}

β5j ·media jit · droughtit +
∑

j∈{lr,rn,tv}

β6j ·media jit · nait

+
∑

j∈{lr,rn,tv}

β7j ·media jit · droughtit · nait +XitΓ + ηm + φt + εit (4)

where media lrit indicates the presence of a local commercial radio station, media rnit indicates the

presence of a commercial radio station connected to a network, andmedia tvit indicates the presence

of a television station. Under a biased federal government, the model assumes that β5rn = 0, and

Theorem 1 predicts that β7rn > 0.

Our model is silent about β5lr = 0 and β7lr, as well as the relative magnitudes of β7rn and β7lr,

since the model was not designed to capture the role of local radio stations, and thus its relative

relevance with respect to network-connected radio stations. This said, we expect β5lr = 0 and

β7lr > 0; and following the logic of Theorem 1, we also expect β7rn > β7lr. That is, we expect that,

while both local and network-connected radio stations compensate for the bias that non-aligned

municipalities suffer when it comes to receiving drought relief, radio stations connected to a network

are more effective at combating this bias. Additionally, we also expect that the model predicts that

β5tv = β7tv = 0 since television stations rarely broadcast local content and do not disseminate local

information through their network.

Our final main specification tests the second and third parts of Theorem 1 by examining vari-

ation in the extent of radio network coverage. Accordingly, we estimate,

emergencyit = β0 + β1 · droughtit + β2 · nait + β3 · droughtit · nait + β4 · cov rnit

+β5 · cov rnit · droughtit + β6 · cov rn · nait

+β7 · cov rnit · droughtit · nait +XitΓ + ηm + φt + εit, (5)

where cov rnit represents the coverage of a radio network operating in municipality i. To test the

second and third parts of Theorem 1, we consider two versions of cov rnit. First, we quantify
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cov rnit as the number of non-aligned municipalities covered by the radio networks that operate in

municipality i. Second, cov rnit is also calculated using the number of non-aligned municipalities

covered by the radio networks operating in municipality i receiving aid from the federal government.

In this last specification, following the third part of Theorem 1, we also include as a control the

number of non-aligned municipalities covered by the radio networks that cover municipality i that

are subject to a drought interacted with the same interactions of cov rnit. Theorem 1 implies that

in both specifications β7 > 0.

5 Results

We first report the results of our main specifications, and find strong support for the predictions

in Theorem 1. In particular, we show that federal government drought relief is biased against

municipalities with opposition mayors, but that the presence of a radio network almost exactly

compensates for this bias. Furthermore, the likelihood that a municipality receives drought relief

increases with the number of non-aligned municipalities in a radio network, but only when these

municipalities actually receive drought relief. We then show that our results are robust to a variety

of plausible alternative explanations.

5.1 Main Results

Table 2 reports the results of our empirical specifications in equations (3) and (4). Column (1)

presents the basic specification in equation (3), while columns (2)-(5) present different versions of

equation (4): column (2) interacts the regressors in specification (4) with an indicator for munic-

ipalities containing a radio station connected to a network, column (3) adds the interaction with

an indicator for a local radio station, column (4) adds instead the interactions with an indicator

for a television station in the municipality, and column (5) adds both the local radio and television

station interactions.

Supporting the existence of a biased federal government, column (1) demonstrates that non-

aligned municipalities are 5% less likely to receive drought relief from the federal government. How-

ever, column (2) shows the presence of a network-connected radio station substantially increases the
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probability that a non-aligned municipality receives drought assistance. This statistically signifi-

cant result fully compensates for the federal government’s bias against non-aligned municipalities.34

Furthermore, the results across columns (2)-(5) suggest that, while radio stations connected to a

network contribute to the likelihood that non-aligned municipalities receive drought relief from the

federal government, such an effect is absent in aligned municipalities.

Columns (3) to (5) of Table 2 also show that local radio stations and television stations have

no significant effect. The estimates on the effect of local radio stations and television stations are

consistent with the fact that their content does not reflect events in other municipalities. Thus,

as expected, the effect of network-connected radio stations is significantly larger than the effect of

local radio stations.

In the model, the extent of media coverage from non-aligned municipalities within radio net-

works is essential in compensating for federal government bias. To further test the implications of

the model, we test differences at the intensive margin highlighted by the second and the third parts

of Theorem 1 using equation (5). Table 3 reports these results, where columns (1) and (2) use the

number of non-aligned municipalities covered by the radio networks operating in a given munici-

pality to measure coverage, while columns (3)-(6) instead measure coverage using the number of

these municipalities that receive drought relief aid.

The results in columns (1) and (2) provide suggestive evidence supporting the claim in Theo-

rem 1, showing that the bias is only reduced when media network covered non-aligned municipalities

affected by drought. In particular, column (1) shows that the presence of a network-connected radio

station ceases to be relevant—becoming negative and statistically insignificant—when we control

for including the coverage of the radio network. This indicates that it is the coverage of the radio

networks to non-aligned municipalities, and not simply their presence, that drives our results in

Table 2. This said, while the triple interaction with coverage is statistically significant in column

(2), we lack sufficient statistical power to reject a null effect when the radio network indicators

are included in column (1). However, interpreted in terms of our model, this lack of power is not

surprising. This is because coverage of non-aligned municipalities is not enough on its own to re-

34The sum of all the coefficients interacted with “Network-connected radio” add up to .6, and thus fully offset the
federal government’s bias (-.59).
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duce bias—a critical mass of such municipalities must also be simultaneously affected by a drought,

which happens relatively irregularly.

Measuring coverage by the number of non-aligned municipalities that receive aid, the results

in columns (3)-(6) provide definitive evidence of the last part of Theorem 1. Columns (3) and

(4) indicate that coverage of non-aligned and affected municipalities drives the results in Table 2.

We thus find strong evidence that network-connected radio stations reduce political bias because

broadcasting the situation in those municipalities can reveal the federal government bias. Columns

(5) and (6) further support such a claim, showing that radio networks not covering affected non-

aligned municipalities that receive drought relief aid do not increase the probability that the federal

government provides drought relief to a non-aligned affected municipality.

5.2 Alternative Explanations

The results in Table 2 and Table 3 strongly suggest that network-connected radio stations play a

significant role in compensating for federal government bias in the distribution of drought relief

aid. Despite the nuance of the preceding analysis, it still remains possible that the presence of

radio networks–particularly in non-aligned municipalities—might capture the effects of omitted

municipal network-connected radio station characteristics.

To address this, we first conduct a placebo analysis. Our placebo measure of connection to

a radio network considers that a municipality has a radio station connected to a network if the

station is not currently connected to a network but has been connected or will be during our period

of analysis. Using this measure, we followed the same procedure described above to calculate the

placebo network coverage. Table 1 indicates that the placebo radio networks cover on average 27

non-aligned municipalities.

Table 4 presents the results of our placebo tests. Column (1) replicates our estimates of equation

(4) from in Table 2, while columns (2)-(4) replicate our estimates of equation (4) reported in

Table 3. Across all specifications, the placebo measure of a network-connected radio station does not

compensate for the bias of the federal government in drought aid against non-aligned municipalities.

We now turn to two potential ways in which the effect of a network-connected radio station
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might instead capture the fact that network-connected radio stations are owned by a different

type of individuals. First, network-connected radio stations might be more likely to be owned

by politicians, and thus manipulated to pursue political goals.35 Second, the owners of network-

connected radio stations might be more powerful, and thus better able to exert pressure over the

federal government.

To address these concerns, we estimate the following specification:

emergencyit = β0 + β1 · droughtit + β2 · nait + β3 ·media rnit + β4 · droughtit · nait

+β5 ·media rnit · droughtit + β6 ·media rnit · nait

+β7 ·media rnit · droughtit · nait + β8 ·media altit

+β9 ·media altit · droughtit + β10 ·media altit · nait

+β11 ·media altit · droughtit · nait +XitΓ + ηm + φt + εit (6)

where media altit is defined in two different ways, depending on the concern that we address.

In the first case, media altit is an indicator variable that a politician (mayor, local councilor, or

state and federal congressman) owns a network-connected radio station in municipality i at time

t, or the politician is associated with the network through a family member.36 In the second case,

media altit represents an indicator for a radio station belonging to a radio network according to

an alternative radio network definition that considers a radio station part of a network if one of its

board members owns or shares a family name with someone on the board of a media outlet located

in another municipality. Table 1 indicates that there are on average 12% of municipalities have the

presence of radio-stations connected through ownership. Appendix B explains how this data was

assembled.

35For instance, Boas and Hidalgo (2011) find that media control facilitates the entrenchment of local politicians
in Brazil. Politicians have a higher chance to obtain a license of a community radio station, and the ownership
of a radio station substantially increases the probability of winning local elections. Stadnik (1991) points out that
79 out of 503 Congressmen owned, directly or indirectly, a TV or radio station in 1991. In addition, Motter (1994)
documents that half of the concessions for television and radio stations issued in six decades were distributed by former
President Sarney between 1985 and 1998 and disproportionally favored politicians who voted on key legislation, such
as amendments to the 1988 constitution.

36Our results do not differ when we instead consider separate specifications for local politicians (mayors and local
councilors) and congressmen.
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Table 5 presents the results of these tests. The results in columns (1) and (2) show that the

finding that radio networks compensate for the federal governments’ bias against non-aligned mu-

nicipalities is not driven by local politician’s ownership or association to network-connected radio

stations. Similarly, columns (3) and (4) indicate that connectivity to radio stations in other mu-

nicipalities through ownership does not contribute to the likelihood that non-aligned municipalities

receive federal drought relief support. This finding is consistent with our model since radio stations

connected through ownership do not possess systematic mechanisms through which information

can be collected and shared on a frequent basis.

Finally, in Appendix C we corroborate in Table 6 that baseline covariates that correlate with

state capacity and economic development do not predict the differential presence of network-

connected radios in non-aligned municipalities. Moreover, we show in Table 7 that lagged pop-

ulation, population density, and GDP per capita do not predict changes in the presence of network-

connected radio stations. Additionally, unreported results show that droughts do not affect agri-

cultural output differently in municipalities with network-connected radio stations.

In sum, while we lack randomness on the location of radio stations connected to a network,

these results suggest that it is unlikely that the presence of a network-connected radio station in a

non-aligned municipality captures the effect of other omitted municipal attributes. Furthermore,

these results underscore the prediction of the model that network-connected radio stations are

important precisely because they disclose information on disasters to non-affected places.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we provide evidence that the structure of the media influences how media affects

political accountability. In particular, we analyze how the presence and geographical coverage of

radio networks impact the federal government’s incentive to provide drought relief aid to non-

aligned municipalities in Brazil. Our central argument is that the structure of radio networks

facilitates the information flow among affiliated radio stations, which increases the salience of the

federal government’s response to natural disasters in other municipalities covered by radio networks.

Radio networks thereby hold politicians accountable because the federal government cannot ignore
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non-aligned affected municipalities without revealing its political bias.

We develop a model that captures these dynamics and provide empirical evidence supporting

our argument. First, while the presence of network-connected radio station compensates for the

political bias, neither the presence of local radio stations nor the presence of television stations

influence the federal government’s decisions. Second, the effect of the radio network increases with

its geographical coverage of non-aligned municipalities. Third, the radio network presence only plays

a role when there is a critical number of within-network non-aligned affected municipalities. Fourth,

a placebo exercise—which considers as connected only those municipalities that had previously or

subsequently became connected to a radio network—shows no effect on the federal government’s

behavior. Finally, we show that our results are not explained by the concentration in the ownership

of network-connected radio stations or by their manipulation by local politicians.

Our findings indicate that media networks play a central role in supporting political account-

ability, and consequently have important policy implications. The results highlight key ingredients

for the development of media regulation to enhance political accountability. Additionally, they

suggest important gains from promoting the implementation of technologies that contribute to the

exchange of information among media outlets that operate in different political markets.
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Appendix A: Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1 We show that β is increasing in q∗.
∂β

q∗ = θ(1−λ)
(1−θλ)(1−q∗)2 > 0. �

Proof of Lemma 2 We first show that if q∗ < 1/ (1 + λ), β̃ is increasing in nnai . Operating the

expression of β̃ in equation (2) yields,

β̃ = 1

/(
1 +

(1− λ)u
na
i

qs
na
i (λ (1− q) + (1− λ))u

na
i

(1− β)

β

)
.

Using that under a biased federal government snai ≈ λqnnai and unai ≈ (λ (1− q) + (1− λ))nnai ,

β̃ = 1

/1 +

(
(1− λ)(λ(1−q)+(1−λ))

qλq (λ (1− q) + (1− λ))(λ(1−q)+(1−λ))

)nnai
(1− β)

β

 . (7)

Denote c ≡ (1−λ)(λ(1−q)+(1−λ))

qλq(λ(1−q)+(1−λ))(λ(1−q)+(1−λ)) . It is clear that β̃ is increasing in nnai , as long as c < 1.

Operating such an expression and using the approximation that log (1 + x) ' x, it is straightfor-

ward to see that such a conditions holds if q < 1/ (1 + λ). Since this must hold in equilibrium, we

require q∗ < 1/ (1 + λ).

Second, we show that β̃ is decreasing in q∗. From equation (7), it is clear that β̃ is decreasing in

q∗ as long as c is increasing in q∗. Using the approximation that log (1 + x) ' x, it is straightforward

to see that ∂c
∂q∗ = cλ (1 + λ) (1− q∗) > 0. �

Proof of Proposition 1 We first show that if nnai ≤ ni
na, q∗ = 0. By the definition of ni

na,

if nnai ≤ ni, since β (q = 0) is not a function of nnai and (from Lemma 2) β̃ (q = 0) is increasing in

nnai , β̃ ≤ β and thus τ (0) = 1. It is then optimal for a biased federal government to set q∗ = 0.

Second we show that, if nnai > ni
na, q∗ is the unique q∗ > 0 such that β̃ = β. If nnai > ni

na,

under q = 0, we have that β̃ > β and thus τ (q) = 0, which yields a zero payoff to the federal

government. The government then has incentives to increase q the minimum possible required to

ensure that τ (q) = 1. Since (from Lemma 1) β is increasing in q∗, and (from Lemma 2) β̃ is

decreasing in q∗, q∗ is uniquely defined by the q∗ > 0 so that β̃ = β . �

Proof of Proposition 2 To show that, if q∗ < 1/ (1 + λ), q∗ is increasing in nnai , we split the
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proof in two. First, the larger ñi, the more likely that ni
na > nnai . Second, for ni

na > nnai , from

Proposition 1, q∗ > 0 is such that β̃ = β. Using, the implicit function theorem,

∂q∗

∂nnai
= − ∂β̃

∂nnai
/

(
∂β̃

∂q∗
−
∂β

∂q∗

)
> 0,

where (from Lemma 1) ∂β̃
∂q∗ < 0; and if q∗ < 1/ (1 + λ), ∂β̃

∂nnai
> 0; and (from Lemma 2)

∂β

∂q∗ > 0. �

Proof of Theorem 1 Denote nai the number of non-aligned municipalities covered by the

network that operates in municipality i. The first and second part of the theorem follow trivially

from the fact that nnai is increasing in nai, since nnai ≈ δnai, and the result from Proposition 2

that q∗ is increasing in nnai if q∗ < 1/(1 + λ).

To show the third part of the theorem, note that the number of other non-aligned affected

municipalities covered by the radio network a non-aligned municipality i belongs to is nnai . The

number of these municipalities that receive aid from the federal government is q∗λnnai . Fixing nnai ,

this number is increasing q∗, which is the probability that a non-aligned affected municipality i

receives aid from the federal government. �

B: Media Ownership Data

We tracked the political connection of each partner that is on the board of a media outlet by

matching his or her name to the names of politicians. We use two different matching procedures

depending on the politicians’ rank. For local politicians, we identified the names of mayors and

local councilors elected in 2000, 2004 and 2008, and consider that politicians own a media outlet if

their name is on the board of a media outlet in the same municipality they were elected. We also

consider that politicians are associated to a media outlet if they share a family name with someone

on the board of a media outlet located in the municipality where they were elected.37

For state and federal congressmen, we use the list of elected politicians in 1998, 2002 and 2006,

and consider they own a media outlet if their name appears on the board of any media outlet in

37We were very conservative in this matching and did not consider that individuals are relatives if they share very
common family names such as Silva, Costa and Santos. In particular, we did not match names whose frequency is
greater than 5% in the state.
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2012, regardless of the location of the media outlet and their political base. This assignment of

media to congressmen follows the pattern we found in the data which indicates that many politicians

own media in municipalities that are not their political strongholds or even in states that they do

not represent. We identified that in 2% of the municipalities there is a commercial radio station

directly owned by a congressmen. We acknowledge that our method may underestimate the number

of media outlets controlled by politicians since research has shown that politicians indirectly control

media by assigning relatives or friends to the board of media outlets (see Lima 2006 and Gorgen

2002).38 We identify that 1% of Brazilian municipalities have a network-connected radio station

associated with a local politician or owned by a state and federal congressmen.

Appendix C: Figures and Tables

38Unfortunately we do not have the municipality of origin for each congressman, and thus we are unable to perform
the same matching procedure we use with local politicians.
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(a) Rainfall stations (b) Emergency Declaration

Figure 1: The figure on the left shows all the rainfall stations from which we used data on rainfall. The figure on the right indicates
the municipalities where there was an emergency declaration at some point of our period of analysis.
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(a) Never aligned municipalities (b) Network-connected radio stations.

Figure 2: The figure on the left shows the municipalities that were aligned with the federal government at some point in time
during our period of analysis and those that were never aligned. Out of the former municipalities, only 5 municipalities were
aligned during our entire period of analysis. The figure on the right indicates the municipalities where there was a radio network
operating at some point of our period of analysis.
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(a) Local radio stations (b) Television stations.

Figure 3: The figure on the left shows the municipalities where there was a local radio station operating at some point of our
period of analysis. The figure on the right indicates the municipalities where there was a television station operating at some point
of our period of analysis.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics

Variable Observations Mean S.D.

State of emergency declared 36,580 0.08 0.28
Drought (- z-score of rainfall censored at zero) 36,580 0.29 0.41
Municipality not aligned to the federal government (non-alignment) 36,580 0.92 0.27
Presence of local radio station 36,580 0.33 0.47
Presence of network-connected radio station 36,580 0.05 0.22
Presence of television station 36,580 0.57 0.5
Presence of network-connected television station 36,580 0.55 0.5
Number of non-aligned municipalities covered by radio network 36,580 51.25 27.12
Number of non-aligned municipalities with state of emergency declared within the network 36,580 3.9 7.93
Number of non-aligned municipalities hit by droughts within the network 36,580 1.99 2.55
Number of non-aligned municipalities covered by placebo radio network 36,580 27.23 15.08
Number of non-aligned municipalities with state of emergency declared within the placebo network 36,580 2.14 4.88
Presence of radio station connected through ownership 36,580 0.12 0.33
Presence of radio station connected through politicians 36,580 0.01 0.09

Notes: “State of emergency declared” indicates whether the federal government declared municipal state of emergency. Drought is the negative z-score of
rainfall level, cenzored at zero. Non-alignment indicates whether the mayor is not from the federal government party. Local radio and network-connected
radio indicate the presence of a radio station at the municipal level. TV station indicates whether there is a TV broadcaster station at municipal level.
The placebo radio network is an alternative definition of network that considers network-connected municipalities during years that the connection to the
network was not active. The variable “presence of radios-station connected through ownership” indicates whether one of the board members of a radio
station located in a municipality is also part of the board of another radio station located in a different municipality. The variable “Presence of radio
station connected through politician” considers that two radio stations are connected if one politician or a politician’s family member sits on the board of
both radio stations.
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Table 2: The effect of network-connected radio stations on the federal government’s bias against non-aligned
municipalities

Dependent variable: Municipality had the state of emergency declared
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Drought 0.211 0.277 0.353 0.238 0.362
(0.372) (0.414) (0.469) (0.428) (0.510)

Non-alignment 0.003 0.007 0.003 0.004 0.003
(0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.015) (0.015)

Drought x Non-alignment -0.050 -0.059 -0.071 -0.067 -0.074
(0.021)** (0.022)** (0.025)*** (0.031)** (0.032)**

Network-connected radio 0.013 0.017 0.014 0.017
(0.022) (0.028) (0.023) (0.028)

Drought x Network-connected radio -0.044 -0.021 -0.038 -0.020
(0.049) (0.056) (0.055) (0.059)

Non-alignment x Network-connected radio -0.048 -0.054 -0.049 -0.054
(0.031) (0.036) (0.030) (0.035)

Drought x Non-alignment x Network-connected radio 0.139 0.111 0.132 0.110
(0.062)** (0.061)* (0.058)** (0.061)*

Local radio station -0.017 -0.017
(0.021) (0.023)

Drought x Local radio station -0.006 -0.005
(0.027) (0.031)

Non-alignment x Local radio station 0.011 0.011
(0.014) (0.015)

Drought x Non-alignment x Local radio stat. 0.033 0.031
(0.021) (0.019)

Television station 0.036 0.034
(0.041) (0.041)

Drought x Television station -0.021 -0.001
(0.030) (0.033)

Non-alignment x Television station -0.001 0.000
(0.009) (0.010)

Drought x Non-alignment x Television station 0.028 0.006
(0.032) (0.031)

Observations 36,580 36,580 36,580 36,580 36,580
R-squared 0.405 0.405 0.406 0.405 0.406

Notes: The outcome variable is an indicator of whether the federal government declares the municipal state of emergency.
Standard errors are clustered at the state level. * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. The period
under analysis spams from 2002 to 2009. See table 1 footnotes for the definition of explanatory variables. All specifications
include as controls: (i) year and municipal fixed effects, (ii) municipal revenue per capita, log of population, municipal
gdp per capita in levels and interacted with drought, and (iii) the interaction of drought with the following municipal
characteristics measured in 2000: urbanization rate, geographic area, distance to state capital, indicator for municipality
located in the coast, income per capita, gini index, poverty rate, average years of schooling, infant mortality and household
electricity coverage.
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Table 3: The effect of network-connected radio stations on the federal government’s bias against non-aligned municipalities

Dependent variable: Municipality had the state of emergency declared
Coverage measure Total number of non-aligned Number of non-aligned municipalities

municipalities with state of emergency declared
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Drought 0.298 0.312 0.195 0.210 0.194 0.203
(0.420) (0.426) (0.384) (0.390) (0.384) (0.385)

Non-alignment 0.007 0.007 0.008 0.007 0.008 0.007
(0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.016)

Drought x Non-alignment -0.059 -0.059 -0.057 -0.056 -0.057 -0.056
(0.022)** (0.023)** (0.022)** (0.022)** (0.022)** (0.022)**

Network-connected radio 0.090 -0.002 0.003
(0.047)* (0.034) (0.052)

Drought x Network-connected radio -0.077 -0.080 -0.135
(0.036)** (0.057) (0.084)

Non-alignment x Network-connected radio -0.004 -0.014 -0.022
(0.023) (0.025) (0.042)

Drought x Non-alignment x Network-conn. radio -0.021 0.028 0.096
(0.082) (0.052) (0.065)

Coverage -0.002 -0.001 0.016 0.017 0.016 0.017
(0.001)** (0.000) (0.008)** (0.008)** (0.009) (0.008)**

Drought x Coverage 0.001 -0.000 -0.006 -0.008 -0.004 -0.008
(0.001) (0.001) (0.012) (0.011) (0.014) (0.012)

Non-alignment x Coverage -0.001 -0.001 -0.016 -0.016 -0.015 -0.016
(0.001) (0.001) (0.006)*** (0.006)*** (0.006)** (0.006)***

Drought x Non-alignment x Coverage 0.003 0.003 0.027 0.028 0.025 0.028
(0.003) (0.001)** (0.008)*** (0.007)*** (0.009)*** (0.007)***

No support within the network -0.009 0.008
(0.053) (0.036)

Drought x No support within the network 0.086 -0.007
(0.073) (0.035)

Non-alignment x No support within the network 0.012 -0.004
(0.048) (0.029)

Drought x Non-align. x Network-conn. radio -0.106 -0.039
x No support within the network (0.095) (0.065)
Observations 36,580 36,580 36,580 36,580 36,580 36,580
R-squared 0.406 0.406 0.415 0.415 0.415 0.415

Notes: As notes in table 2. The variable “no support within the network’ indicates that no other non-aligned municipality covered by the radio
networks that operate in a municipality was declared in state of emergency by the federal government. Columns (3) to (6) also include as a control
the number of non-aligned affected municipalities covered by the radio networks that operate in a municipality, its interaction with non-alignment,
its interaction with drought, as well as the triple interaction.
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Table 4: Placebo Exercise

Dependent variable: Municipality had the state of emergency declared
Coverage measure Total number of non-aligned Number of non-aligned municipalities

municipalities with state of emergency declared
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Drought 0.320 0.241 0.227 0.229
(0.482) (0.392) (0.381) (0.383)

Non-alignment 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.005
(0.015) (0.017) (0.016) (0.016)

Drought x Non-alignment -0.074 -0.054 -0.053 -0.053
(0.031)** (0.021)** (0.021)** (0.021)**

Network-connected radio -0.006 -0.017 -0.016 -0.012
(0.039) (0.036) (0.040) (0.042)

Drought x Network-connected radio 0.048 0.076 -0.026 -0.147
(0.092) (0.099) (0.049) (0.064)**

Non-alignment x Network-connected radio 0.000 0.034 -0.008 0.013
(0.032) (0.045) (0.031) (0.028)

Drought x Non-align. x Network-conn. radio 0.021 -0.062 0.024 0.145
(0.062) (0.108) (0.066) (0.095)

Coverage 0.000 -0.010 -0.013
(0.001) (0.011) (0.014)

Drought x Coverage -0.002 0.053 0.062
(0.002) (0.013)*** (0.017)***

Non-alignment x Coverage -0.001 0.014 0.015
(0.001) (0.008)* (0.010)

Drought x Non-alignment x Coverage 0.004 -0.019 -0.027
(0.003) (0.014) (0.016)

No support within the network -0.010
(0.047)

Drought x No support within the network 0.189
(0.106)*

Non-align. x No support within the network -0.031
(0.047)

Drought x Non-align. x Network-conn. radio -0.207
x No support within the network (0.155)
Observations 36,580 36,580 36,580 36,580
R-squared 0.405 0.405 0.409 0.409

Notes: As notes in table 2. The placebo radio network is an alternative definition of network that considers network-connected
municipalities during years that the connection to the network was not active. The variable “no support within the network’
indicates that no other non-aligned municipality covered by the radio networks that operate in a municipality was declared in
state of emergency by the federal government. Columns (3) and (4) also include as a control the number of non-aligned affected
municipalities covered by the radio networks that operate in a municipality, its interaction with non-alignment, its interaction
with drought, as well as the triple interaction.
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Table 5: Estimates on the effect of connection to alternative measures of network

Dependent variable: Municipality had the state of emergency declared

Alternative network specification Political connection Ownership structure
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Drought 0.219 0.279 0.264 0.313
(0.380) (0.417) (0.396) (0.433)

Non-alignment 0.005 0.007 0.005 0.006
(0.017) (0.017) (0.019) (0.018)

Drought x Non-alignment -0.050 -0.058 -0.051 -0.054
(0.022)** (0.023)** (0.023)** (0.024)**

Alternative network specification 0.099 0.092 -0.014 -0.020
(0.107) (0.106) (0.047) (0.049)

Drought x 0.104 0.121 0.027 0.060
Alternative network specification (0.374) (0.385) (0.047) (0.057)
Non-alignment x -0.101 -0.083 -0.012 0.001
Alternative network specification (0.116) (0.114) (0.028) (0.030)
Drought x Non-alignment x -0.025 -0.082 0.011 -0.030
Alternative network specification (0.334) (0.353) (0.049) (0.061)
Network-connected radio 0.006 0.016

(0.020) (0.030)
Drought x Network-connected radio -0.047 -0.074

(0.047) (0.071)
Non-alignment x Network-connected radio -0.040 -0.050

(0.027) (0.033)
Drought x Non-alignment x Network-conn. radio 0.138 0.165

(0.065)** (0.089)*

Observations 36,580 36,580 36,580 36,580
R-squared 0.405 0.405 0.405 0.405

Notes: As notes in table 2. Two or more radio stations are connected to the same political network if they have the
same politician or a politician’s relative in their partners’ list. The measure of ownership network indicates whether
one of the board members of a radio station located in a municipality is also part of the board of another radio station
located in a different municipality.
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Table 6: Cross-sectional differences in covariates of non-aligned municipalities that have a radio network present

Dependent variables: Population Urbanization Area Population Distance to Coast Income per Gini
(log) rate (log) density state capital dummy capita Index
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Non-alignment -0.039 -0.037 -0.088 -0.019 -0.003 0.001 -0.001 -0.002
(0.036) (0.009)*** (0.052)* (0.020) (0.007) (0.009) (0.004) (0.002)

Radio network 2.285 0.304 0.746 0.097 -0.037 0.141 0.153 0.004
(0.151)*** (0.037)*** (0.219)*** (0.084) (0.029) (0.037)*** (0.015)*** (0.010)

Commercial radio 1.329 0.176 0.642 0.072 -0.008 0.022 0.062 0.013
(0.062)*** (0.015)*** (0.090)*** (0.034)** (0.012) (0.015) (0.006)*** (0.004)***

Non-alignment x Radio network -0.257 0.002 -0.057 0.066 0.047 -0.104 -0.000 -0.003
(0.164) (0.040) (0.238) (0.091) (0.031) (0.041)** (0.016) (0.011)

Non-alignment x Commercial radio 0.014 0.032 -0.005 0.038 -0.006 0.013 0.006 -0.001
(0.069) (0.017)* (0.100) (0.038) (0.013) (0.017) (0.007) (0.005)

Observations 5,531 5,478 5,478 5,478 5,478 5,478 5,478 5,478
R-squared 0.379 0.190 0.054 0.012 0.002 0.007 0.172 0.009

Dependent variables: Poverty Years of Mortality % households GDP Municipal Tax revenue
rate schooling rate with per capita revenue pc per capita

electricity per capita
Non-alignment 0.754 -0.006 0.003 -0.458 0.000 -0.057 -0.007

(0.916) (0.047) (0.001)** (0.690) (0.000) (0.044) (0.003)***
Radio network -26.472 2.335 -0.023 13.396 0.005 -0.125 0.065

(3.818)*** (0.198)*** (0.005)*** (2.878)*** (0.001)*** (0.185) (0.011)***
Commercial radio -11.253 0.961 -0.010 6.802 0.002 -0.225 0.018

(1.575)*** (0.082)*** (0.002)*** (1.188)*** (0.000)*** (0.076)*** (0.004)***
Non-alignment x Radio network -0.450 -0.184 -0.003 -0.367 -0.001 -0.001 -0.008

(4.147) (0.215) (0.006) (3.127) (0.001) (0.201) (0.012)
Non-alignment x Commercial radio -1.682 0.091 -0.002 1.073 -0.000 0.057 0.009

(1.746) (0.090) (0.002) (1.316) (0.000) (0.084) (0.005)*
Observations 5,478 5,478 5,478 5,478 5,531 5,196 5,196
R-squared 0.098 0.213 0.050 0.056 0.029 0.006 0.062

Notes: The outcome variables are the municipal characteristics indicated in each column for the baseline year. Standard errors are clustered at the state level.*
significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.
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Table 7: Time varying predictors of radio network presence

Dependent variable: Presence of network-connected radio station (t)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Presence of network-connected 0.603 0.603 0.603 0.603
radio station (t-1) (0.019)*** (0.019)*** (0.019)*** (0.019)***
Non-alignment -0.016 0.003 0.001 -0.016

(0.014) (0.002) (0.002) (0.016)
Log of population (t-1) 0.000 -0.000

(0.006) (0.006)
Non-alignment x Log of population (t-1) 0.002 0.002

(0.002) (0.002)
Population density (t-1) 0.010 0.010

(0.007) (0.008)
Non-alignment x Population density (t-1) 0.001 -0.000

(0.001) (0.002)
Municipal GDP per capita (t-1) 0.006 0.046

(0.229) (0.203)
Non-alignment x GDP per capita (t-1) 0.240 0.192

(0.212) (0.196)

Observations 36,580 36,580 36,580 36,580
R-squared 0.955 0.955 0.955 0.955

Notes: The outcome variable is an indicator of the presence of a network-connected radio station. Standard
errors are clustered at the state level.* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. The
period under analysis spams from 2002 to 2009. All specifications include as controls year and municipal fixed
effects.
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